The criticism on Hou Hsiao-Hsien's films of the French magazine Cahiers du Cinéma is an important landscape for oversea propagation of Chinese cinemas. The attention to Hou Hsiao-Hsien lies mainly in his naturalism lens style and realistic poetic characteristics.
With the increasingly mature and diversified creation of Hou Hsiao-Hsien, comments from overseas media were also increasing in quantity and quality. In 1989, the propaganda strategy of "A City of Sadness" was adjusted and a batch of authoritative medias including "The New York Times", "Time","Cahiers du Cinéma" and "The Village Voice"were invited to Taiwan for interview. The movies and directors attactted world- for the first generation of immigrants after domestic war in China. It "inherited the spirit that those exiled filmakers never abandoned their own mainland status and tried to find the past", "alerted Taiwanese to return to reality" so as to "pay attention to specific things instead of immersing in dreams, past and unreality" ([1] 59). This kind of appeal was the detachment from softening the reality and beautifying the pattern of love as well as the reflection and adjustment on movies or the relationship among movie art, nature and real life. It was clearly similar to innovaiton postrue of "New Wave" in France. Hou Hsiao-Hsien quickly received much concern relying on filmaker image of "New Movies" in this atmosphere. In 1985, upon recording Locarno International Film Festival,Charles Tesson has been highlighted "A Summer at Grandpa's" and believed that this movie together with "All the Youthful Days" displayed the new custom of Taiwan movies which also further conformed that "Cahiers du Cinéma" attached great importance to Hou Hsiao-Hsien's "New Movies" filmaker.
"Reverse Forward Push" and "Reverse Rhythm": Temporal and Spatial Metaphors of Lens Language
The genreal impression of "Cahiers du Cinéma"onHou Hsiao-Hsien's movies is that his movie works had reality sense, simple lens language with individuality. The key words This also reflects the reason of attention to Hou Hsiao-hsien by the Film Guide from one side.
"Nature" and Realistic Poetics: Style of Hou Hsiao-Hsien's Movie
Firstly, Hou Hsiao-Hsien was a "Nature" filmaker in the language environment of of "Dust in the Wind" not only focused on movie contents but also grasped the core of the gossamer. He was in the family first and then teh country. This kind of devotion also clearly showed that a complex, ingenious and experimental work ran through Hou style movies. The same natural retreating mean started to present human in reality from history and family time [7] 18 . It was to highly appreciate "Dust in the Wind"
and present Hsiao-Hsien Hou's reality and strengthen the accurate statement on the characteristics of Realistic Poetics.
Hou Hsiao-hsien's Chinese nature and global nature
The filmmaker identity of the new film, the unique film language and the film consciousness in the theme selecting and expressing process, are the important factors for the favor of Hou Hsiao-hsien's works by Film Guide, are also the main foothold on which Hou Hsiao-hsien's works that the European criticism and research can be based.
In addition, the Chinese tradition or the Chinese character of the Hou Hsiao-hsien's films mention in the Film Guide, and the thoughts towards Chinese character in Hou
Hsiao-hsien's films are the significant aspects for the concern of Hou Hsiao-hsien by Assayas's documentary and film critics even directed into this direction, he pointed out Hou Hsiao-hsien is a "Chinese film director", his growth and work style certainly will appear its inherent nationality and territoriality; but "he is different from the Chinese filmmakers in the same age, this obvious fact is also verified by itself. He did not sell himself abroad of pretending to be exotic for fear, nor is changed by the principles of western drama. On the contrary, the roots of his inspiration extend to the Chinese aesthetic tradition and his stories." [6] 
